
Abstract

A typical human brain contains 100 billion neurons 
which have about 10,000 individual connections with 
their neighbors. Being able to map structural and 
functional connectivity of an individual brain could be 
a first step on a new way of understanding and 
diagnosing mental illnesses. Continuous 
improvements on noninvasive magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) methods like functional MRI, resting-
state MRI, and diffusion MRI enable this information 
(connectomics) to be obtained for the first time on a 
large human databasis. A key parameter is the 
available gradient field strength for diffusion-sensitive 
MRI sequences [1–3]. Siemens MR has developed two 
powerful prototype gradient systems for this purpose, 
which have been employed at five different locations 
in the US and Europe since 2011 (Fig. 1). 

Up to today, the nervous system circuit diagram 
(‘Connectome’) of few creatures is known. Back in the early 
1980s the little roundworm called C. elegans was discovered 
to have a nervous system of roughly 300 neurons showing  
a total of about 7,000 connections [4, 5]. Using invasive 
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Figure 1: MAGNETOM Connectom scanners by Siemens Healthcare have been employed at five different locations since 2011. 

anatomical and neural-tracing techniques, mammalian 
brains like that of mice or primates are still under 
investigation. These methods are capable of an in-plane 
resolution of 40 µm [6, 7].

New non-invasive imaging methods which enable the 
study of brain connectivity of living humans have been 
developed since the beginning of this century. They are 
known as MR Imaging of anisotropic diffusion of water  
in the brain, and resting state fMRI [8–10]. The related 
advances in imaging technologies and data evaluation  
are empowering us today to study the human brain as an 
entire organ.

A group known as ‘Blueprint for Neuroscience Research’,  
a collaboration among 15 National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) in Bethesda, Maryland, USA, decided in 2009 to fund  
a five-year initiative for mapping the brain’s long-distance 
communications network. The goal of the so called Human 
Connectome Project (HCP) was set to construct a map of  
the structural and functional neural connections in vivo 
within and across individuals. The HCP was funded  
with $40 million and comprised two research efforts:  
the first, a five-year project at the Center for Magnetic 
Resonance Research (CMRR) in Minneapolis, Minnesota,  
in collaboration with Washington University, St. Louis, 
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Figure 2: Gradient history of MRI systems. 

1 Cohen MS, Weisskoff RM. MRM. 1991; 2 Schmitt F, Eberlein E. et al. ISMRM, 1999; 3 Vom Endt A et al. ISMRM, 2006;  
4 Equals an increase of gradient power (slewrate x amplitude) of three magnitudes over 20 years.

U < 600 V, I < 200 A U < 2.2 kV, I < 1 kA

Missouri, and the second a 3-year project at the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital’s (MGH) Martinos Center in 
cooperation with the University of California, Los Angeles.  
A comprehensive description for the HCP can be found in  
a 2012 Nature article [11]. 

In order to map the human connectomics, the Washington 
University & the University of Minnesota (WashU-Minn) 
consortium, utilized resting state fMRI and high angular 
resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) – a special diffusion 
imaging technique. However, Diffusion Spectrum Imaging 
(DSI) – a general form of Diffusion Tensor Imaging that was 
pioneered in 2005 at the Massachusetts General Hospital 
(MGH) – was the method of choice for the MGH/University 
of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) consortium. To pursue 
this challenging task, both of these consortiums approached 
Siemens Healthineers to propose working together in 
hardware technology, more specifically in special gradient 
systems, which will enable the demanding diffusion 
imaging.

More recently, two European research centers have joined 
the exclusive club of Connectome gradient users. In 2016, 
the Cardiff University Brain Research Imaging Centre 

2

1 MAGNETOM Connectom and MAGNETOM 7T is ongoing research.  
All data shown are acquired using a non-commercial system under institutional 
review board permission. Siemens does not intend to commercialize the system.

(CUBRIC), equipped with a 300 mT/m MAGNETOM Connectom, 
two 3T MAGNETOM Prisma and a MAGNETOM 7T system1, 
was inaugurated by Queen Elizabeth II. At the end of 2016, 
the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain 
Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, also installed a MAGNETOM 
Connectom 3T MRI system1.

Gradient technology

Siemens Healthcare introduced the first MAGNETOM 0.35T 
whole-body scanner in 1983 and has continuously extended 
the product portfolio with higher magnet and gradient field 
strengths. Starting with a peak amplitude (Gmax) of 3 milli-
Tesla per meter (mT/m) and a slew rate (SR) of 2 T/m/s in  
the early 1980s, today’s (2017) clinical high-end 3T scanner 
MAGNETOM Prisma achieves a Gmax of 80 mT/m and a SR of 
200 T/m/s (see Fig. 2). Gradient system performance depends 
on many opposing factors including Gmax, SR, linearity volume 
(LV) and available patient bore diameter. Highest performance 
demands are created by diffusion-weighted sequences which 
expect fast gradient switching for the readout pulses, highest 
peak amplitude / duty cycle for the diffusion pulses, and 
excellent shielding of eddy fields. As a consequence, gradient 
coils optimized for whole-body applications with a large 
linearity volume and inductance require high-voltage/-current 
power supplies. Starting with the first applications of the EPI 
imaging method in the early 1990s [12], especially gradient 
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Figure 4: History of gradient coil design methods.

1 In 1991, PNS (peripheral nerve stimulation) proves to limit gradient performance (predicted by T. Budinger 1979); 
2 R. Turner, Gradient Coil Design, A Review of Methods, MRM 11:903 (1993)

slew rate became a challenge for gradient system design. 
First attempts to reduce the rise time of EPI readout gradients 
involved additional resonant circuits, so-called ‘EPI boosters’ 
[13, 14].

With conventional gradient design methods [15, 16], SR 
increase (at otherwise constant parameters) can be achieved 
by either increasing the voltage of the power amplifier (GPA) 
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Figure 3: Improved gradient performance parameters (maximum gradient amplitude (Gmax) or slew rate (SR)) can be achieved by  
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inductance (LGC)) or by a reduction of the coil radius (r) and adjustments to the RF body coil and/or the patient bore diameter. 
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or by reducing the inductance of the coil. Besides using more 
than a single amplifier and coil-set [17], the third alternative 
for higher SR is to reduce the inner radius of the coil system 
(Fig. 3). The strong (5th order) dependence of the SR from  
the coil radius leads to about a factor of two increase when 
changing from 70 cm to 60 cm patient bore. Thus, this 
parameter is a crucial part of the MR system concept 
definition. It emphasizes the importance of efficient use  
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Figure 5: Layer breakdown of a cylindrical gradient coil system 
including passive iron shim.

Figure 6: The gradient system consists of a coil system, a cooling system, a gradient power amplifier (GPA), a shim amplifier, and a gradient 
control system as part of the MR control system.

6

of radial space inside the magnet bore. The best gradient 
performance is achieved by using only the necessary number 
of windings driven by the highest available current. In 
practice, the maximum current is mainly limited by power 
amplifier technology, forces on gradient connectors, wire 
cross section, and cooling efficiency. Additional design 
targets like shielding efficiency, force/torque compensation, 

5

and acceptable nonlinearities of the linear gradient field 
tend to increase the required number of windings, making up  
the challenge to the coil designer (Fig. 4).

Cylindrical symmetry dominates today’s gradient coils. Coil 
geometry mostly follows the boundary conditions set by  
the main magnet design. Insert gradients could be designed 
without following the basic symmetry of the main magnet, 
but hardly do so. Due to the non-ideal nature of magnet and 
gradient fields (e.g. concomitant fields, forces, and torques),  
it is always advantageous to keep as many symmetries as 
possible. Dedicated insert gradients for different body parts 
are known (for example spine or knee [18]), but have not 
been successful in replacing their big brothers. Electrical  
and mechanical design aspects of non-cylindrical geometries 
are not very different from the standard configurations.  
For example, the target field method could be applied to 
calculate the primary and the shields’ current density on  
a circular plane. The wire pattern and axial connections  
are generated by extracting the contour lines of their stream 
function. The same method can be applied to generate the 
wire pattern for the electrical shim coils. The gradient system 
thus consists of a variety of complex subcomponents, each 
forming a subsystem of its own (Fig. 6). The coil system  
(Fig. 5) comprises the linear field coils (X, Y, Z) including  
their shielding coils, higher-order shim coils, cooling layers, 
temperature sensors, RF screen, current and water 
connectors, the coil support structure, and its suspension.

Magnetic field generation with high amplitudes and large 
volumes is a difficult task. Considering that the natural 
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Figure 7: Control system of a typical MR scanner and its interface to the gradient controller. The gradient controller and the PNS safety 
watchdog are fed with logical gradient shapes (Glog) and gradient-coil-specific limits for peripheral nerve stimulation. The logical shapes 
are converted to physical shapes (Gphys) and modified by filter functions for eddy current and cross-term compensation (ECC and CTC) 
before being fed to the gradient amplifier’s final stages (Amp X, Y, Z). The current in the gradient circuit with the coil impedance L is 
measured by high precision current probes and fed to the gradient safety watchdog unit. In case the PNS limit is exceeded, a safety  
switch-off signal is sent to the gradient and MR controller. 

7

Figure 8: Limitations of gradient system performance for human use. The main limitation is given by the peripheral nerve stimulation 
threshold (PNS limit). If the technical performance of the gradient system is not adapted to this limit, a significant part of the parameter 
space is not applicable to human subjects.
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Figure 9: Gradient insert ‘AC88’. (9A) Test of the handling device 
at a 3T scanner. (9B) Reduced size of patient bore after 
installation of the coil.

9A 9B(earth) magnetic field is about 50 uT in amplitude, the first 
whole-body gradient coils had to exceed this by two orders  
of magnitude. In one embodiment, wooden structures  
were used to support the race-track-like windings (Fig. 2). 
Furthermore, rapid gradient switching leads to strong 
vibrations due to the Lorentz forces of the conductors within 
the main magnetic field. This can be counteracted by 
increased stiffness of the support structures (e.g. with glass-
fiber-reinforced plastic) and linking of all layers to a single 
body (e.g. with epoxy resin). In addition, dielectric strength  
of all gradient layers is required at minimal (<2 mm) radial 
distance of the conductors. Hence, today’s gradient coils 
mainly consist of epoxy resin with excellent dielectric 
strength at low cost and high geometric flexibility. The 
challenge in the fabrication process is to ensure that all 
layers and subcomponents of the coil system are 
impregnated 100%. This can only be achieved with a complex 
vacuum potting procedure. Every step of this procedure needs 
to be defined and controlled thoroughly [19]. Process and 
material parameters like temperature profile, filling 
material, and filling percentage as well as curing time need 
to be adjusted to the geometry and inner structure of the 
gradient coil main body. A successful potting procedure is 
usually validated with a high voltage or electrical discharge 
test. This step ensures that the dielectric strength is good 
enough to withstand amplifier voltages of up to several 
kilovolts for an MR system’s lifetime. 

The control system of an MR scanner synchronizes and 
drives the activities of all hardware components (Fig. 7).  
The interface of the MR controller to a logical hardware 
component usually requires a sub control system of its own. 
The gradient controller and the Peripheral Nerve Stimulation 
(PNS [20]) safety watchdog are fed with logical gradient 
shapes (read, phase, slice) and gradient-coil-specific limits 
for PNS, respectively. Static correction data acquired during 
the first startup phase of the MR scanner (‘Tune-up data’)  
is transferred to the gradient controller and GPA before the 
start of the measurement sequence.

After the start of a gradient pulse sequence, the logical 
gradient shapes are converted into physical gradient shapes. 
In order to minimize eddy current effects, additional filters 
based on tune-up data may be applied to the gradient  
circuit current I(t) before transfer to the gradient amplifier 
component (e.g. eddy current pre-emphasis). The output of 
the gradient amplifier circuit is monitored by high-precision 
current sensors. Their signal is used for control and 
supervision of the gradient amplifier cabinet including PNS. 
The limits for human exposure to time-varying magnetic 
fields are defined by the IEC norm and need to be ensured 
based on calculations and measurements (Fig. 8).

Ultra-high gradient strength

The first decade of the new millennium brought the benefits 
of parallel imaging methods from research machines to 
clinical MRI scanners. Today (2017), most sequences make 
use of acquisition methods with measurement time reduction 
(or, in case of EPI, readout time reduction). Although the 

demand for high gradient amplitudes for diffusion imaging 
techniques is still unbowed, the advantage of ultra-high 
gradient slew rates now has a serious competitor. 

Implementation of ultra-high gradient amplitudes with 
head-sized gradients inside a whole-body magnet bore is  
one approach to tackle the problem [21]. The advantage of 
simultaneous ultra-high slew rate and gradient amplitude is 
counteracted by the limited space inside the coil (Fig. 9). It is 
difficult to design a combined transmit/receive RF coil with 
>8 receive channels, good intra-channel decoupling, and 
high SNR due to the close proximity to the copper windings  
of the gradient coil. Separating the transmit coil is even more 
challenging, as this requires additional radial space for the 
RF return flux. In addition, patient handling is difficult. It is 
not easy to find volunteers who are willing to expose them-
selves to the near-claustrophobic conditions of such an 
experimental device. Even with asymmetric gradient design, 
the limited size of the shoulder cutouts will exclude part of 
the normal population from being scanned.

In diffusion imaging of the brain, long-lasting diffusion 
weighting gradient lobes are applied. The highest possible 
gradient amplitude is applied in the shortest possible  
time, combined with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) pulse 
sequence to encode diffusion and minimize head motion  
at the shortest possible echo time (TE). Typical TEs for  
b = 1,000 s/mm2 on a 3T whole-body scanner are around 
70–80 ms when Stejskal-Tanner encoding is applied without 
additional parallel imaging techniques. Higher b-values can 
only be achieved with a penalty in SNR, as TE increases with 
the duration of the diffusion lobe. Studies on mammals have 
indicated that much higher gradient strength than 40 mT/m 
would be required to produce sharp diffusion images of an 
adult human brain’s wiring patterns [22]. Typical small-bore 
(about 100 mm) NMR scanners can apply 150–300 mT/m. 
Owing to the nonlinear increase of gradient strength with 
reduction of the inner diameter, even 1,000 mT/m (at 60 mm 
bore) are not uncommon. This reopened the question 
whether ultra-high gradient strength (>100 mT/m) may  
be achievable with a whole-body gradient design. 
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Figure 10: Control system concept for the 300 mT/m gradient. The MR control system (host computer HOST, image reconstruction 
computer MRIR) was extended to drive four sets of gradient amplifiers independently. The new architecture allows storing the calibration 
data for each of the 12 final stages driving the gradient coil segments.

10

Figure 11: Modified MAGNETOM Skyra system. Dimensions of 
the RF body coil, patient table and cover were adjusted to the 
size requirements of both Connectom gradient coils.

11

The design target for a whole-body gradient was set to high 
gradient amplitudes with the linearity volume (LV) being 
limited to the brain volume (thus achieving less restrictive 
PNS thresholds). Two versions of this gradient design were 
designed and built. Version 1 (SC72) supports a Gmax of  
100 mT/m at SR 200 T/m/s with a single GPA cabinet (2 kV,  
1 kA). It was designed to match forces and stray field of a  
3T magnet and provide space for passive iron shims. It has  
a length of 158 cm, and an inner diameter of 64 cm. This 
yielded a robust, easy-to-use diffusion engine [23].

Version 2 (AS302) represents a quantum leap in whole-body 
gradient performance, i.e. Gmax of 300 mT/m at SR 200 T/m/s. 
Design studies with reduced linearity constraints showed that 
up to 150 mT/m could be reached with a single gradient 
power amplifier. A further increase of gradient strength 
within conventional design constraints would have imposed 
duty cycle limitations, which are not favorable for diffusion 
applications. Due to the large volume of the coil body, the 
number of current density layers and thus the gradient 
strength could be doubled to 300 mT/m. As a consequence  
of the mutual coupling of the four primary and secondary 
layers per axis, coil inductance increased by more than a 
factor of two. To drive this high inductance at the SR 200 
T/m/s needed for EPI readout, a new gradient system concept 
involving multiple gradient amplifiers was developed. In 
order to achieve the target slew rate, each of the three axes 
X, Y, Z was split into four independently driven segments  
(Fig. 10). Stray field and forces were matched to the 3T 
magnet used. The MR control system was extended to drive 
four sets of gradient amplifiers independently. The new 
architecture allows storing the calibration data for each  

of the 12 final stages driving the gradient coil segments. The 
gradient waveform is logically split and fed to four individual 
gradient controllers. This architecture also allows generating 
arbitrary field characteristics for each gradient coil axis,  
used to optimize eddy current compensation. 

The GPA regulator architecture was extended to account  
for the dynamic differential control (D) of the driving signal. 
This allows counteracting the induced voltages in each 
segment coil due to mutual coupling. A new RF body coil  
was developed (capable of TrueForm excitation) which  
allows the use of the existing clinical patient table with minor 
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mechanical modifications. The covers were modified 
accordingly (Fig. 11). Three cooling cabinets, four GPAs and  
a second filter panel were installed in the equipment room, 
before the first phantom images could be acquired in May 
2011. Measurements of acoustic noise and vibrations showed 
lower amplitudes than typical 3T scanners, which is in line 
with the larger mass of the gradient coil body and the related 
higher net precision of torque and force balancing methods. 
The PNS studies performed on the AS302 and SC72 coils 
confirmed that it is possible to use high EPI readout 
amplitudes without PNS effects. Long rise times at high-
amplitude pulses are limited by the regulatory-required 
cardiac monitor which was implemented in hardware.

Research in the US
Achieving the current state of connectomics has required  
a huge increase in MRI sensitivity, as well as much higher 
processing speeds to cope with the large amount of spatial 
data from water molecules. Unlike the BOLD effect which 
experiences enhanced contrast as field strength is increased, 
the diffusion contrast is set only by the displacement of the 
water and the applied field gradient and is thus independent 
of B0. On the other hand, a more than two-fold sensitivity 
increase at 7T field strength would offer the opportunity  
to increase resolution for whole-brain studies towards 
one-millimeter isotropic voxel size. As the available 
methodologies in 2011 were not up to routinely coping  
with shorter T2 and T2* relaxation times, increased B1(+) 
inhomogeneity and increased power deposition (SAR) at  
>7T field strength, both WU-Minn and MGH-UCLA teams  
set their main focus on 3T.

Figure 12: (12A) Minimum TE for a Skeskjal Tanner diffusion sequence (2 mm isotropic, FOV 200 mm). (12B) Measured SNR of the brightest 
sections of in vivo human white matter with 64-channel brain array coil (b = 10,000 s/mm2 and 20,000 s/mm2).
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The MGH-UCLA consortium decided to re-engineer their 
scanner from the ground up to optimize diffusion imaging. 
Their efforts went into ultra-high gradient strength, 
sequence design and reconstruction, and high-channel 
receive coils. The gradient system with 300 mT/m was  
a major focus since gradient amplitude is central for  
the parameters diffusion contrast, T2 signal loss, and 
probability density function (PDF) of water. A field-of-view 
(FOV) shifting approach to Simultaneous Multi-Slice (SMS) 
EPI [25–27] was chosen to enable whole-brain coverage  
with low TR and TE. The group developed a 64-channel 
brain array coil showing a relative SNR gain of at least 40% 
compared to a sized-matched 32-channel brain array within 
the peripheral brain ROI [28]. The achieved efficiency gain  
is more than a factor of eight for high-b-value diffusion  
(3.5 x from shorter TE, 1.7 x from the slice acceleration factor 
of 3 from SMS, and 1.4 x from the RF coil) [29]. Average  
scan time for whole-brain diffusion was shown to be 
reduced from about one hour to 15 minutes (combined  
with compressed sensing, scan time was <5 minutes). 

Increasing the gradient strength to the highest value ever 
attempted for human imaging also has significant impact 
on the concomitant field terms. In comparison to a 
conventional 45 mT/m scanner at 3T, the maximum field 
pertubation increases by a factor of ~(300/45)2 = 44. The 
MGH-UCLA group successfully tackled this problem with  
the implementation of a fully refocusing Stejskal-Tanner  
scheme [1] and accompanying pre-processing eddy current 
correction. An unanticipated finding was that the increased 
gradient strength could induce magneto-phosphenes in the 
subjects’ eye retina. Lowering the head coil vertically and 
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Figure 13: Micro-structural resolution with 40 mT/m (13A) and 300 mT/m (13B) gradients. dMRI data was aquired with a b-value of  
5,000 s/mm2 and 15,000 s/mm2 respectively. Fiber pathways were computed with deterministic streamline integration and show a higher 
level of detail with a b-value of 15,000 s/mm2. Images courtesy of MGH, Boston, USA.

Figure 14: Spatial distribution of the number of fibers per voxel 
within the brain of three subjects (blue = 1, red = 2, yellow = 3 or 
more fibers). The orientation distribution function (ODF) peak 
threshold was selected to be two times the standard deviation 
above the mean of the noise peaks. A higher percentage of white 
matter voxels was identified as containing crossing fibers as 
b-value increased from 1,000 to 10,000 s/mm2.

14

Micro-structural resolution = diffusionencoding resolution (b) & diffusion blurring (∆)

Gmax 40 mT/m 
b 5,000 s/mm2, ∆ 74 ms

Gmax 300 mT/m 
b 15,000 s/mm2, ∆ 37 ms

positioning the eyes at isocenter in z was found to eliminate 
the induction of magneto-phosphenes within volunteer 
studies.

The ultra-high gradients yielded substantial and immediate 
gains in the sensitivity through reduction of TE while 
improved signal detection (Fig. 12) and increased efficiency 
of the DSI or HARDI acquisition, accuracy and resolution  
of diffusion tractography were illustrated (Fig. 13). 
Comparisons were performed across b-values based on 
q-ball orientation distribution function (ODF) metrics to 
investigate whether high-b-value dMRI (up to 10 k s/mm2) 
can improve resolving complex white-matter structures.  
The q-ball ODF features became sharper as the b-value 
increased. Crossing structures were detected in an 
increasingly larger fraction of white-matter voxels, and  
the spatial distribution of two-way and three-way crossing 
structures was found largely consistent with known 
anatomy (Fig. 14). Results indicate that dMRI with high 
diffusion encoding is a promising tool to characterize and 
understand the underlying structural organization and 
topological paths (motifs) in the human brain [30].

Relationships of adjacency and crossing between cerebral 
fiber pathways in humans and in nonhuman primate species 
are a major focus of the Connectomics department at  
the MGH. Whole-brain diffusion spectrum MRI was  
acquired with the 300 mT/m scanner in vivo in subjects  
(515 directions; pathways were computed with deterministic 
streamline integration, see Figs. 15–17) and ex vivo.  

13A

13B
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15

Figure 16: Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) of the human central sulcus U-fibers. (16A) Ex vivo data (b-value 40,000 s/mm2,  
voxel size 0.5 mm3 isotropic, TA 12 h). (16B) In vivo data (b-value 15,000 s/mm2, voxel size 2 mm3 isotropic, TA 20 min).  
Images courtesy of V. Wedeen, MGH, Boston, USA.

16A 16B

Figure 15: In vivo diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI ) of the human brain. Reconstructed nerve fibers show the grid of corona radiata  
and SLF. Resolution 1.5 mm3, max b-value 15,000 s/mm2, TA 20 min. Image courtesy of V. Wedeen, MGH, Boston, USA.
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The cerebral fiber pathways were seen to form a rectilinear 
three-dimensional grid continuous with the three principal 
axes of early development. Cortico-cortical pathways were 
observed to form parallel sheets of interwoven paths in  
the longitudinal and medio-lateral axes, in which major 
pathways were local condensations. Details are covered  
by a Science publication from 2012 [31].

Beyond the immediate scope of the HCP, further appli- 
cations like brain recovery after traumatic coma, axon 
diameter distributions [32, 33], and post-mortem diffusion 
tractography were explored. It could be shown that ultra-
strong gradients enable human applications of techniques 
that were previously possible only in small-bore scanners. 
Detailed research results were published by Neuroimage  

Figure 18: Interactive composite dataset of the human brain (180 areas per hemisphere). Red and yellow sections are based on data  
from resting state functional MRI, whereas the multicolored fibers were generated using probabilistic streamline tractography based  
on diffusion MRI. Images courtesy of Washington University – University of Minnesota – Oxford University Human Connectome Project.

18

Figure 17: In vivo diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) of the human gyri, and its continuity with deep white matter.  
(b-value 15,000 s/mm2, voxel size 1.5 mm3 isotropic, TA 20 min). Image courtesy of V. Wedeen, MGH, Boston, USA.
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[34] in 2013. More than 60 subjects were scanned with  
the 300 mT/m system by the MGH-UCLA consortium.  
The resulting reference data base was made publically  
available on the HCP internet homepage in 2016 [35].

The WU-Minn consortium focused on mapping long-
distance brain connections [36] and their variability within 
healthy adults (twins and their non-twin siblings [37]). Three 
complementary methods were used, namely resting state 
functional MRI (rfMRI) which uses correlations in the 
temporal fluctuations in an fMRI time series to derive 
‘functional connectivity’; diffusion imaging (dMRI), which 
provides the input for axonal fiber tractography; and task-
based fMRI (tfMRI), which is used together with T1- and 
T2-weighted imaging to identify functional parcellation  
in the human brain [38]. Improvements and optimization  
of these methods (Multiband/Simultaneous Multi-Slice 
Imaging) resulted in a whole-brain coverage with 2 mm 
isotropic resolution in 0.7 seconds for fMRI, yielding a  
data acquisition speed-up factor of up to nine. Applied to  
1.25 mm isotropic dMRI data, a three-fold reduction in total 
data acquisition time was achieved. Using the HARDI [10] 
approach, diffusion encoding was performed with 270 
q-points distributed over three shells of b = 1,000, 2,000, 
and 3,000 s/mm2 (Fig. 20). Due to the targeted high number 
of subjects, the robust and easy-to-handle 100 mT/m 
gradient system was chosen.

The first half of the 5-year project focused on refining 
methods for data acquisition and processing [39] and 
resulted in robust fast pulse sequences and pre-processing 
pipelines providing substantial improvements for each  
of the MRI modalities [40]. The first pipeline provides 
correction algorithms for MRI raw data (e.g. eddy current 
and spatial distortion correction, reduction of temporal 
artifacts. The second pipeline involves mapping the data  
to cortical surfaces and subcortical gray-matter domains  

(Fig. 18), as understanding the human cerebral cortex 
requires a map (or parcellation) of its major subdivisions. 
Based on a pilot study of 10 healthy adults, an interactive 
composite dataset of the left and right cerebral hemispheres 
was created (Fig. 19). Red and yellow sections are strongly 
related to the seed location (black dot). The correlation 
factor is based on data from resting state functional MRI. 
This methodology could take research to a different level, 
considering that mental illnesses like autism might be 
related to abnormal brain circuits showing up a reduced 
functional connectivity in rsMRI scans.

Using multi-modal MRI images, 180 areas per hemisphere 
were delineated, bound by changes in cortical architecture, 
function, connectivity, and/or topography in a group average 
of 210 healthy adults. It has been possible to characterize  
97 new areas and 83 previously reported areas. Automated 
delineation and identification of these areas was supported 
by a machine-learning classifier. This classifier detected  
the presence of >95% of the cortical areas in new subjects, 
replicated the group parcellation, and could correctly locate 
areas in individuals with atypical parcellations. These tools 
and datasets are part of the ‘Connectome Workbench’ and 
‘ConnectomeDB’ database and were made available to the 
public [41]. 

After finalizing the HCP protocols in 2012, data was  
acquired using multiple imaging modalities, including 
customized 3T MRI (1,200 subjects) and 7T MRI  
(200 subjects) plus combined magneto- and electro- 
encephalography (MEG-248-channel/EEG-64-channel,  
100 subjects). Technical optimizations in 7T image 
acquisitions for the HCP allowed to obtain high-quality, 
high-resolution whole-brain in-vivo dMRI data (Fig. 20).  
This data shows spatial details typically seen in ex-vivo 
studies and complement already very high-quality 3T HCP 
data in the same subjects [42]. More recently [43], it could  

Figure 19: Interactive composite dataset of the left and right cerebral hemispheres of the human brain (group average of 10 subjects).  
Red and yellow sections are strongly related to the seed location (black dot). The correlation factor is based on data from resting state 
functional MRI. Images courtesy of Washington University – University of Minnesota – Oxford University Human Connectome Project.
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Group average, HCP Pilot-1 dataset (10 subjects, 14 scans), MB = 4, TR = 1.4 s, 2 mm voxels
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Figure 20: Representative examples of diffusion MRI with the finalized 3T HCP protocol (100 mT/m, MB3, 1.25 mm3 isotropic). Anatomical 
detail in comparison to a conventional 3T protocol (2 mm3 isotropic, not shown here) is significantly improved. (20A) Image intensities  
are presented in arbitrary units after distortion correction and averaging across paired phase encoding directions. (20B) Color fractional 
anisotropy (FA) maps. Colors depict the principal fiber orientation and gray scale intensities are defined by FA.  
Images courtesy of Washington University – University of Minnesota – Oxford University Human Connectome Project.

20A 20B

MB3, 100 mT/m, 1.25 mm isotropic FA map (3 shell HARDI, 270 directions)

b = 1,000 s/mm2 b = 2,000 s/mm2b = 0

Figure 21: Zoomed-in coronal view of DTI principal direction of 
diffusion (PDD) maps overlaid on corresponding fractional 
anisotropy (FA) maps. HCP 3T (21A). 7T (21B). Due to the higher 
resolution and reduced partial volume effects, the 7T data  
recovers gray matter regions of low FA (yellow circles).  
Images courtesy of Washington University – University of  
Minnesota – Oxford University Human Connectome Project.

21A 21B

MB3, 100 mT/m,  
1.25 mm isotropic

iPAT3, MB2, 70 mT/m,  
1.05 mm isotropic

be demonstrated that high-resolution images acquired at  
7T provide increased functional contrast-to-noise ratios with 
significantly less partial-volume effects and more distinct 
spatial features (Figs. 21, 22). Studies of structural and 
functional brain connectivity were paired with behavioral 
and heritability measures. A detailed summary of the 5-year 
project result was published in Nature Neuroscience [44].

Research in Europe
The scientific success of the Connectome gradients has 
recently persuaded two major European research centers to 
extend their instruments parks with a 300 mT/m machine. 
The Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain 
Sciences, Leipzig, Germany, plans to develop MRI methods 
to reliably characterize the detailed functional and 
anatomical micro- structure of the human brain. Their 
strategy is to combine the best data from 7T and the 3T 
Connectom scanner. They plan for imaging the intracortical 

microstructure, such as myeloarchitecture and intracortical 
connectomics, and fine structure in the white matter.  
The ultimate goal is to understand the structure-function 
relationship in the human brain, pathological changes in 
neurodegeneration (e.g. amyloid plaques in Alzheimer’s 
disease) and provide early biomarkers. A first step in 
methodology development will comprise high-fidelity field 
mapping, optical prospective motion correction and new 
pulse sequences, in order to achieve a spatial resolution of 
600 um or higher combined with high diffusion-weighting 
factors.

The Cardiff University Brain Research Imaging Centre 
(CUBRIC), Cardiff, UK plans to develop MRI methods  
for quantifying tissue structure at the microscopic scale.  
The principal approach looks at how fine tissue structure 
impedes the movement of water. Current MRI hardware  
(i.e. gradient strength) restricts measurement to relatively 
large molecular displacements and from tissue components 
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with a relatively strong and long-lived signal, prohibiting 
quantification of individual cell dimensions, or packing of 
nerve fibers. Once achieved with the new 300 mT/m machine, 
faster acquisition and access to newly-visible signal 
components will enable new mathematical models of 
microstructure on finer length-scales. This will help to 
increase understanding of tissue structure in health and 
disease, and to make testable predictions on important 
biophysical parameters such as nerve conduction velocities 
in the brain or cell structure in the liver. The ultimate goal is 
to develop the imaging software that brings this hardware to 
mass availability, in turn enabling a new generation of 
mainstream microstructure imaging and macrostructural 
connectivity mapping techniques to translate to frontline 
practice.

Conclusion
As of today, more than 140 studies have acknowledged the 
use of data generated by the Human Connectome Project. 
This reflects the goal of the NIH funding organization, which 
intended that the findings should be broadly applicable to 
clinical and scientific questions. Both MGH-UCLA and WU-
Minn consortia, have successfully developed and applied 
new methods to map structural and functional connectivity 
of the brain. Gains in spatial sharpness and clarity are 
qualitatively analogous to those made in astronomy  
after the introduction of adaptive optics to overcome the 
atmospheric blurring. The initial thought that the human 
brain could be mapped in analogy to the Human Genome 
Project is now supported by a first, but important step.  
A promising next step is the extension of the Connectome  
user base with the new European sites, Cardiff University 
Brain Research Imaging Centre (CUBRIC) and Max Planck 

Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig.  
It remains to be seen in the future, which further methodical 
and instrumental steps need to be taken until the level of 
understanding of the human brain approaches that  
of C. elegans.
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